ldeals and Realities
As the Contro scondol confirms suspicions thot Wotergote wos no
oberrotion, M tqbal Asariq looks ot two studies thot try to
delve into the roots of the moloise.

The Rope of q Noble ldeology - USA in Perspective
1783-1985,by Aslom Muniee, Firsf Amendment Publishers,
Californio, US{ 1986, 484pp, $29'95
The Price of Power - Kissinger in the Nixon White
House, By Seymour M Hersh, Summit Books, New York 1983,

Henry Kissinger: The master Op-Con
artist. His deviousness has become

700pp.

legion

of the Founding Fathers in
depth, looks at the emergence of the

ideals
ONE of the salient Points to

emerge

from the present imbroglio of the US
administration, is the power exercised

by

unelected and

at

times

shadY

operators in the State Department, the
National Security Council, the Central

a

host of
other bodies which constitute the
executive arm of any US presidency.
Intelligence AgencY and
Indeed,

almost
bodies

it would appear that there is
a predisposition in all these

to 'abuse' the power vested in

them.

Before examining the explanations
and machinations for this subversion
of democracy detailed in the two

studies under consideration it is well
to put the whole episode into perspective" The US establishement or the US
people for that matter, are not against
iovert operations, bribery, political
assassinations or imposition of US will
on other peoples. What becomes clear
when one examines the recent scandal
of arms sales and diversion of funds to
Contra rebels, or the financial scandals
now rocking leading establishments on

Wall Street, or the long chain of
covert operations, or the dramatic
bribery trials of the early seventies,

that the only Point at issue
or

whether US law was broken

is
was

US

people deceived.
Thus in the case

of Nicaragua, the
International Court of Justice at the
Hague, found the US guiltY of breaking the law by mining Managua harbour. The US refused to recognise the
jurisdiction of the court in this matter
and since no US law was broken, no
further consequences followed as far
as the US peoPle were concerned.
Similarly, when in the early seventies,

major corporations like Lockheed
were involved in massive bribery in-
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vestigations, the only point at issue
was non-declaration to US shareholders! In the case of covert operations,
President Reagan's latest dictum that
these should stand up to public scru-

tiny

it

revealed reiterates the

same

principle with vivid clarity.

It is this context which

poses the

for Munjee's engaging and detailed exposition of the
American dream gone sour. In his
great zea\ for expounding the vision of

military-industrial complex and the
Op-Con (Opportunistic Conservative)
culture, which with media manipulation has managed to mould the Arnerican people in its lmage. The vice-like
grip of the Op-Con establishment is
now firmly in place and Munjee

"Our total enslavement by

greatest problem

concedes,

the Founding Fathers Munjee is forced
to gloss over the fact that some forty

The power and onslaught of the power
Cartel media has been overwhelming,
with its highly skilled techniqe to delve

million Red Indians had to pay with
their lives to let this vision germinate.
In a similar vein to the colonialists' cry

for plundering the globe in the name
of 'civilising the heathens', the Arnerican settlers decimated the native
lndian population with little remorse,
if any. The roots for establishing a
predatory hegemony on the globe
were thus firmly set.

Within these parameters, Munjee
attempts to define the 'American
Dream'. He says, "Historically, the
world's poor had beleived that were
equal to the nobility, if only they had
the opportunity. Here, then, would be
the acid test. .... In his preface to The
Columbiad poet Joel Barlow was soon

to voice the idelistic dream: 'This is
the moment to give such a direction to

poetry, printing and the other fine
arts, that true and useful ideas of glory
may be implanted in the minds of men

here,

to take place of the false and

destructive ones that have degraded
the species in other countries'. ... This
was then, the core, the quintessence of

the true American spirit, the
American Dream

real
provided by the

idealist intellectuals. "

Munjee, after examining the 'noble'

the Power Cartel is the cause, but in
the final analysis, it is the people who
must take the blame in a democracy.

into the innermost recesses of the
pubhic mind and expioit fully the
vestiges of feudal weaknesses. No
public, anywhere, could have withstood the onslaught any better than
the American public. In fact, the
Power Cartel media policy, as yet
relatively weaker in some other countries, has succeeded in enslaving the

public even faster than the US public
has been."

The sentiment is echoed by William
Rees-Mogg in a recent afiicle in The
Independent: "The proposition that
has to be explored is the decline of the

of the United States.
is an historical point of view
which sees almost the whole of the
twentieth century as a corruption of
the idealism of the Old America, a
effectiveness

There

view expressed by William .Iames at
the first stirrings of American imperialism, and argued now with conviction by Gore Vidal. Certainly Teddy Roosevelt, the prophet of Amer-

ican imperialism, is an historic figure
who seems the more repulsive the
more one thinks about him."

Munjee, after expounding the
at the

American Dream does look
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